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Cyber Alley 
 
The future is nearer than we think. The technological border is pushed ever onwards as we enter 
the golden age of computer technology and cybernetics. The internet is omnipotent, everywhere 
and is totally integrated into the technology and our lives. As a result the world needs a lot of 
energy and Eco-technology provides us with a green way of living this life. Most nations have 
slowly disappeared as they were absorbed by the power of the multinational corporations. People 

now pledge their lives to the corporations and in return the corporations provide them with their 
heart’s desires. On the surface, the future looks bright and promising…but if you look closer there 
are obvious fractures in its clean and polished sheen.  
Millions of people live in slums without a hope of getting out, many of them addicted to the myriad 
types of drugs. Might is right and thus gangs are the real rulers of the poor and the unlucky. 
Worldwide the mobs have increased in influence and are now the puppet masters behind some of 

the most influential corporations on the globe.  
This promising but dystopian future is the décor for the expansion Cyber Alley. Your leagues will 
pit against each other in the shadows. In Pulp Alley the leagues are usually competing for 
treasures, the remains of lost civilisations or strange occult devices. In Cyber Alley the prize usually 
is information, for it is power. Leagues employ hackers to access Cyberspace so they can steal 

information or funds and will use cybernetics, combat drugs or even futuristic weaponry to 
strengthen their position in the local cities.  

In the dystopian future there is only Cyberpunk! 

What is Cyber Alley? 
 
Cyber Alley is an expansion to Pulp Alley. It uses the rules from the core rulebook and adds or 
changes some rules to make it a Cyberpunk rules set. The core mechanics of Pulp Alley aren’t 

repeated here, you will need a copy of those to play the game. 
As stated, this is an expansion focused on Cyberpunk. So if you want to play Pulp Alley in the near 
future with extensive rules on Cyberpunk, combat drugs and cybernetics then this is your 
expansion. 

What do you need? 
 

In addition to the same requirements Pulp Alley needs, you will need to print out all ten 
Cyberspace grids. These are used to build up Cyberspace. You will also need ten tokens to place on 
your gaming area. These represent hardpoints and are used by hackers to access Cyberspace. 

Cyberspace 
 
In Cyber Alley the internet has evolved into Cyberspace. For most people this works comparable to 

nowadays internet, but for the true computer freaks there is another method. Instead of browsing 
the internet from a computer or mobile device, you access it directly by ‘jacking’ into Cyberspace. 
The user plugs a cable into the Cyberjack in his head and can use Cyberspace with the speed of 
thought. Not everybody has a Cyberjack though, this is a costly and dangerous operation. So this 
is mostly used by hackers; hacking without one is nigh impossible.  
Hackers accessing Cyberspace do so by using Avatars. These digital representations of their 

physical form traverse the digital frontier and use several types of programs to help them in their 
cybercrimes.  

Hackers 
 
In order to access Cyberspace a model must have the Hacker ability. A model can access 
Cyberspace by spending an action when in base contact with a hardpoint. Before starting a game, 
you need to define where all hardpoints are located.  

As soon as the hacker accesses Cyberspace, place his Avatar on the Cyberspace grid.  



Creating Avatars 
All models with the Hacker ability have an Avatar. These are created before the game, just like 
normal characters. The type of character with the Hacker ability determines the power of its 
Avatar. The following table shows you what type of Avatar you create for each type of hacker. 
 

Character class Avatar class 

Leader Follower 

Ally Sidekick 

Sidekick Ally 

Leader Follower 

 
You can see that followers make the best hackers. But to use them well, you have to make sure 
their physical body is well protected! 
Pick normal abilities for Avatars, or specific Cyberspace abilities (see New Abilities). 

Using Cyberspace 
 

Cyber Alley uses separate Cyberspace grids. There are ten grids, numbered 1 through 10. 
Whenever a model enters Cyberspace, roll 1d10 to determine on which grid the Avatar spawns in 
Cyberspace. Place the Avatar on the black and blue access point on the grid. Reroll the result if the 
Avatar spawns on a grid with a Plot Point. 
Avatars activate like normal characters in Cyberspace and are represented by models. The Avatar 

can create a program which are also represented by models. To make it obvious which model has 
what class, we use the following colours: 
 
Blue  = Avatar 
Red  = Brute Force program 
Green  = Firewall program 
Yellow  = System Tool program 

 
Models can navigate through Cyberspace by moving over the grid. A model spends 1” to move one 
square and can move diagonally. Each grid has thick blue lines on its edges, these represent access 
points to different grids. Moving from one grid to the next counts as 1 square.  
Roll a d10 to determine to which grid the model moves. Place the new grid adjacent to the current 

green and make sure the green lines align. It is possible a model moves to a new grid and the die 

roll indicates the model moves to an existing grid.  

Perils & Encounters 
In Cyberspace there are orange and red zones. The orange zones are Perilous Areas and the red 
ones are Extremely Perilous Areas. These represent local anti-spyware software or antivirus 
programs which are in place to protect Cyberspace.  
 
In addition to these, Avatars can encounter hostile programs, malware or corrupted files which will 

fight against them. Whenever an Avatar moves to a new grid, roll a d6. If this is a success, draw a 
Fortune card and check what happens: 
 

Result Encounter 

 

Hostile program: spawn a Brute Force program in the middle of the 
tile. The Brute Force activates as the last model in a turn and will 
always Rush the closest Avatar or program. 

 

Reboot: place a token in the centre of the grid tile. An Avatar can 

spend an action in an adjacent square to immediately make a 
Recovery check. Then remove the Reboot token. 
 

 

Certificate: This encounter can only spawn on a tile with a (major) 
plot point. The (major) Plot Point requires one extra success to 

succeed. If there is no (major) Plot Point on the tile, draw a new card. 



 

Glitch: The Avatar is moved to a random tile. Roll a d10 to see to 

determine the tile. The Avatar is moved to the access point. The 
Avatar can finish its activation as normal.  

 

Search Engine: Place a token in the centre of the tile. An Avatar can 
pick up the Search Engine program for an action from an adjacent 
square.  

The Search Engine can be used whenever the Avatar does a Challenge. 
This will give +1d to the check. Discard the Search Engine afterwards. 

 

Malware: If the Avatar has an inactivated program, it will spawn in 
the middle of the tile and will become an independent program. It will 
activate as the last model in a turn and will always Rush the closest 

Avatar or program. The Avatar cannot use the program anymore this 
game. 

 

Damage 
Whenever an Avatar is damaged in Cyberspace, its digital health drops by one level. If an Avatar 

drops below d6 health, the hacker will suffer the physical damage. So whenever the Avatar is 

wounded again, lower the hacker’s health one level. Once the hacker is either knocked out or 
down, he is “jacked out” and leaves Cyberspace. Remove the Avatar and its programs from 
Cyberspace.  

Exiting Cyberspace 
A hacker can exit Cyberspace when on an access point. Remove the Hacker from the grid. The 
hacker can activate normally again.  
When an Avatar exits Cyberspace when not on an access point, the hacker must make a Health 

check immediately and apply its effects. 

Plot Points in Cyberspace 
Before a game, the players decide how many Plot Points are located in Cyberspace, and if one of 
them is the Major Plot Point. To do so, roll a d6 and consult the following table: 
 

d6 roll Plot Points Major Plot Point 

1-2 3 in the real world 
1 in Cyberspace 

Located in Cyberspace 

3-4 2 in the real world 

2 in Cyberspace 

Choose where it is located 

5-6 1 in the real world 
3 in Cyberspace 

Located in the real world 

 
Roll a d10 for each Plot Point in Cyberspace to determine on which grid the Plot Point is located. As 

soon as the grid with (Major) Plot Point is added to the grid, place the Plot Point as central as 
possible. Models interact with Plot Points as normal. You can use the following table to determine 
the nature of a Cyberspace Plot Point 
 

Roll 1d10 Roll 1d10 

1: Yakuza 1: Secret 

2: Corporate 2: Funding 

3: Military 3: Project 

4: Personal 4: Bonds 

5: Private 5: Identity 

6: Local 6: Program 

7: Police 7: Virus 

8: Cybernetic 8: Rumour 

9: Telecom 9: Weapon System 

10: Medical 10: Blueprint 



Programs 
There are three types of Programs. These have the following profiles: 
 

Program Health Brawl Shoot Dodge Might Finesse Cunning 

Brute Force d6 2d6 2d6 1d6 2d6 1d6 1d6 

 

Program Health Brawl Shoot Dodge Might Finesse Cunning 

Firewall d8 1d6 1d6 2d6 1d6 2d6 1d6 

Barrier Whenever the Firewall is within 4 squares of its Avatar, the Avatar can reroll 1 die for 
a Health check. 

 

Program Health Brawl Shoot Dodge Might Finesse Cunning 

System 
Tool 

d6 1d6 1d6 2d6 1d6 2d6 2d6 

 
Programs must be created by their Avatar for one action. Place the program in a square adjacent 
to the Hacker. The program cannot activate in that turn. Programs stay in play until they are either 

destroyed or until the Avatar leaves Cyberspace. 
Programs are treated like Followers when suffering damage. 
 
If a program is within 4 squares of its Avatar, it can be destroyed to let its creator automatically 
pass one type of Peril. The type of program determines which Peril can be passed. See the 
following table: 

 

Program Type of Peril 

Brute Force 

   
Firewall 

   
System Tool 

   
 

Cybernetics 
Instead of using the Gear Table from the core rulebook, Cyber Alley uses Cybernetics. These 
physical upgrades are built into a person and replace their body parts. They give new options to its 
owner and enhance the person’s physical capabilities tenfold. They do come at a price as they 
require regular maintenance and upgrades. 

 
Installing Cybernetics to a model is a permanent choice. A character cannot choose to retrofit a 
cyberarm and reattach its own arm again. The cost of purchasing Cybernetics is located in the table 
below. 

Maintenance 
Cybernetics are amongst the most advanced technology available and need regular maintenance to 

work properly. For each cybernetic upgrade you need to spend 1 Gear point before a game to 
function properly. 
A model cannot use a cybernetic part if it is not maintained. In addition, for each cybernetic part 
not maintained, roll a d6 to see what the (cumulative) effects are for the next game: 
 

D6 roll Result 

1-2 -1 Brawl 

3-4 -1 Finesse 

5-6 -1 Might 



 

Cybernetic Points Summary 

Arm blade 1 Once per game, this model uses the Arm blade to 
make an attack against all enemy models within 2” 
with a +1d brawl bonus. The enemies may react as 

normal. 

Femoral muscle contractor 1 The model can jump up to 6” high during movement, 
either up or down. This does not count as a Peril. The 
move counts as a run. 

Hyperboosted Reflexes 1 The model doesn’t suffer modifiers for being 

Overwhelmed. 

Compubrain 2 The model gains +1d when attempting Plot Points. 

Cyberarm 2 The model can throw scenery at other models. Any 
scenery with a maximum size of 2” x 2” x 2” can be 

thrown at a model 6” away. Make a Ranged attack 
with a +1d modifier. If the attack is successful, center 
a 3” Burst on top of the target. 

Dermasteel 2 The model gains +1d to its Health checks. 

Holofield 2 When dodging, shift this model’s die type up.  

Optic Replacement 3 No opponent receives benefit from cover against this 
model. In addition, it is unaffected by the Mirror Cloak 
Skin. 

EMP Field 3 For an action, the model can activate the EMP field. No 

model within 6” can access Cyberspace. A model in 
Cyberspace is immediately jacked out.  

Mirror Cloak Skin 3 All models making ranged attacks at this model suffer 
-1d to their attacks. 

Integrated Weapon System 3 If the model does not move, it may make two ranged 

attacks in its activation. 

Combat Drugs & Fixers 
The combat drugs & Fixers replace the Contacts from the regular Pulp Alley game. Instead, in 
Cyber Alley any Contact points can be spent on accessing a Fixer to buy combat drugs. In the 

cyberpunk future there is a wide array of highly effective drugs that boost a person’s abilities. The 

result is that they’re highly valued for engagements, but there is risk involved. Most combat drugs 
are designed so they are highly addictive. Being in the Zone is so good, most want to come back 
and experience it again. Unfortunately, it’s never the same as your first rush. 

Accessing a Fixer 
A league can spend Contact points to access a Fixer to buy combat drugs. Each combat drug and 
its cost is listed in the table below. Each dose can be selected for one game, and may not be 

carried over to another game. 

Addiction 
Whenever a character has used combat drugs in a game, roll a d6 afterwards. On a roll of 4+, the 
character is unaffected. On a roll of 1-3, the character is addicted to the drugs. An addicted model 
needs to use the combat drug it is addicted to in order to avoid withdrawal symptoms. If the model 
uses the combat drugs, it suffers no negative effects. If it doesn’t use the combat drugs, it suffers 

from a -1d penalty to all its attacks in the game. 
 

Combat drug Points Summary 

Hyper Speed 1 When used, the model can run and perform an action. 

Mentalz 1 The model can spend an action to discard a Fortune 
Card. Then draw a new Fortune Card. 

Fibro Acid 2 The model gains +1d to Brawl and Might, but suffers -
1d to Finesse and Cunning. 

Groove 2 The model shifts its die-type up when rolling for a 
challenge. 

Solar 2 When hacking, the Avatar can run and make an action. 

Cerberoid 3 For this scenario, you may draw one Fortune card each 



time you take the Initiative away from the opponent. 

Flabber 3 The model can activate Flabber for an action. It gains 
a +1d bonus to all of its skills (except Health). The 
effects last until the end of its next activation.  

New abilities 
 
The following abilities are used as add-ons for Cyber Alley. You can also use them in your regular 
Pulp Alley game if you’d like. 
 

Level 1 character abililies – For any character 

Hacker The model is a hacker and can access Cyberspace from hardpoints. Create an Avatar to 
complement the Hacker. See the Cyberspace chapter for more information 

Kevlar The model always counts as in cover. If this model is also in cover, it can re-roll two 

Health dice. 

Laser No opponent can claim cover against this model. 

Rigger [1] The model can control one drone. See the ‘Riggers’ chapter for more information. 

 

Level 2 character abililies – For Alles, Sidekicks and Leaders 

Alley cat While in an alley, this model can only be shot at by models within 12”. 

Android The model is an Android. It gains a +1d to Brawl and Shoot and makes Health checks 

at one die type higher. Androids cannot attempt Plot Points.  

Armour 
Piercer 

When this character fights, enemies cannot use the Kevlar ability and when in a  
Battlesuit roll one less Health die. 

Harness Moving up or down buildings does not count as Perilous area for this model. 

Rigger [2] The model can control up to two drones. See the ‘Rigger’ chapter for more information. 

 

Level 3 character abililies – For Sidekicks and Leaders 

Chameleon While in base contact with a building, enemies suffer -1d when shooting at this 
character. 

Jury Rig As an action, this model may make an immediate Repair check (= Recovery check) 
on a vehicle or Battlesuit in base contact an Android in base contact make an 
immediate Recovery check. 

Neurosenses While in Cyberspace, this model can dodge enemy attacks in the physical world. It 

cannot fight back though. 

Shadow As an action, this model can shadow an enemy model within 12”. Whenever the 
enemy model moves, this model can move 3” after the enemy ends its movement. 

Technophobic This model can disable one hardpoint within 4” as an action. The hardpoint cannot 
be used anymore during the game. If a Hacker has accessed Cyberspace through 
the hardpoint, it is jacked out immediately. 

 

Level 4 character abililies – For Leaders only 

Con artist This model can make an opposed Cunning check with a lower class model within 6”. If 
successful, it steals its Plot Point. 

Drone Support Once per game, the leader can call in a drone assault as an action. Place a Heavy 

Burst in line of sight of the Leader. The template deviates d6” in a random direction. 

Lady Killer/Vamp Enemies of the other sex shift their dice down when attacking this model. 

Monologuer As an action, this model can target an enemy model in line of sight within 12”. Make 
an opposing Cunning check. If this leader wins, the player can move the enemy model 
up to 6” in any direction. 

League Perks 
Like the regular Pulp Alley game, Cyber Alley gives you the option to add perks to your leagues. 
The table below replaces the Pulp Alley League Perks when playing Cyber Alley. 
 

In addition to selecting characters for your league, you may also fill roster slots with one or more 
of the perks below. This will permanently reduce the total number of slots available for characters, 
so players are encouraged to use no more than 3 slots for perks on their first leagues. There are 
two key points to observe when selecting perks. 
* A perk may not be selected more than once per league. 



* League perks do not apply to temporary additions to the league — like a Backup drone. 

 

Perk Slots Summary 

SSL connected 1 This league cannot loose the Initiative in Cyberspace. 

Company of nerds 1 This league can have up to three Hackers, instead of 2. 

Cyberlord 2 This perk may give you extra points to use towards selecting 
Cybernetics. Before the game, the Leader may roll their Cunning to 
develop/request Cybernetics. Each success (4+) counts as 1 point of 
Gear. These may be combined with your other Gear points when 
selecting bonuses. Points rolled in this way may not be saved for 

other scenarios – so use them or lose them! 

Ubernerds 2 When creating Avatars, the characters create one at the class equal 
to their class, ie. a Leader character creates a Leader Avatar. 

Engineers 2 This perk may give you extra points to use towards selecting drones. 

Before the game, the Leader may roll their Cunning to build/request 
drones. Each success (4+) counts as 1 point of Backup. These may 
be combined with your other Backup points when selecting bonuses. 
Points rolled in this way may not be saved for other scenarios – so 

use them or lose them! 

I Robot 2 Androids in the league can attempt Plot Points. 

Hardwired 3 Each Rigger in the league gets one extra free drone. 

Smartguns 3 Characters in this league have a close range of 12", and a long range 
up to 48" — this includes Followers. 

Shadow Runners 3 Characters in this league may hide as an action, instead of a full 
action — this includes Followers. 

Riggers 
Some people have high affinity with robotics and tinkering. The talented ones can bodge small 
drones and link them to their datajacks. They basically log into a drone and control them from their 

consciousness. These people are called Riggers.  
A model can buy the Rigger [1] or [2] ability. The number shows how many drones can be 
controlled by the model. Buying a drone costs 1 Backup point per drone, each game.  

Controlling drones 
Drones are deployed like all other models in the league, but are not activated. A player can 
announce his Rigger will “tune in” his drones. This costs model the entire activation. As a result, 

the player can activate the drone. Each turn the Rigger is tuned in, he forfeits its activation but 
activates the drone. If the Rigger controls two drones, he can activate both if he tunes in. 

Damage 
Once a Rigger is knocked out, he isn’t tuned in anymore and the drone cannot be activated. 
Inactivated drones cannot react in any way. 
If a drone is knocked out during the game, remove it from the game. If it was the last drone being 
controlled by the Rigger, then he is not tuned in anymore. 

 

Drone Health Brawl Shoot Dodge Might Finesse Cunning 

Combat 
Drone 

d8 2d6 2d6 1d6 1d6 1d6 1d6 

 

Drone Health Brawl Shoot Dodge Might Finesse Cunning 

MediDrone d6 2d6 1d6 1d6 1d6 1d6 2d6 

Stimshot The Medic Drone can use the Stimshot for an action on a model in base contact. The 
model can immediately make a Recovery check.  

 

Drone Health Brawl Shoot Dodge Might Finesse Cunning 

FixBot d6 2d6 1d6 1d6 1d6 2d6 1d6 

Repair As an action, the Fixbot can repair a vehicle or Battlesuit in base contact. Make a 
recovery check for the vehicle or Battlesuit.  
It can also let an Android in base contact make an immediate recovery check. 

 



Drone Health Brawl Shoot Dodge Might Finesse Cunning 

RotoDrone d6 1d6 2d6 2d6 1d6 1d6 1d6 

Flight The Rotodrone flies and can go in any direction without penalty. Nothing on the table 
counts as Peril.  

Battlesuits 
In the future cybernetics have allowed soldiers to fight in big battlesuits. The wearer sits inside the 
suit or jacks in from a distance. In both instances they fight from the suit, giving them extra armor 
and combat prowess. They are not easy to come by, but add a lot of punch to any league.  
It costs 3 Gear points to field a Battlesuit and you have to use one character to man it. The 

character isn’t used in the game as it pilots the Battlesuit.  

Bulky and big 
Battlesuits are big, bulky, strong and not very nimble. Therefore, the following rules apply to them:  
 A character operating a battlesuit cannot interact with Plot Points.  
 Any opponents fighting a Battlesuit may reroll one extra die. 

 Opponents cannot play Perils when a Battlesuit moves up or down a building up to 4” high. 

Armoured Weapons platform 
Battlesuits are created for one reason only: to deal a lot of damage and to soak up firepower. They 
often use large calibre guns and servo-powered fists. A character in a battlesuit gets +1d to Shoot 
and Brawl. A character in a Battlesuit rolls two extra dice for health checks and discards the two 
lowest results.  
A Battlesuit cannot make normal Recovery checks and can only be repaired. 
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